Collaborative digital services for real-time data exchanges

TransFollow makes your transport operations faster, simpler and more efficient by providing a set of digital services that allows all the supply chain stakeholders to exchange information smoothly and work better, closer together.

TransFollow Portal

In need of a simple digital interface to digitalize your transport operations?

- Create transport operations, including missions and freight documents.
- Plan and issue missions to your drivers.
- Visualize in real time your fleet or fleets from companies you work with you.
- Assign your drivers and vehicles to transports.
- Receive alerts on ongoing transport operations to better manage by exceptions.
- Digital archive of all your consignment notes.
- Create reports, to analyse your transports.
- Add your partners (consignees, consignors, carriers and clients).
- Add drivers and vehicles and manage their TransFollow Drive account.

TransFollow Drive

Looking for an API connection to bridge the gap?

- Connect your back-office and fleet management to TransFollow Datahub.
- Enhance predictability and efficiency of your operations.
- Exchange transports’ information with all involved entities independently of their technical environment.
- Gain increased transparency and predictability.
- Receive real time information from ongoing transport activities (like digital proof of deliveries, real time alerts, updates on goods and returnable transport items deliveries, on site arrival and departure times, any main events) and from all your customers and partners.

TransFollow Connect

Stay connected with your drivers on the road

- Enable your drivers to manage their daily missions and corresponding transport documents, like eCMR.
- Indicate and track loading and unloading times.
- Manage digitally all their proof of deliveries.
- Communicate all activities in real time to your back-office environment.
- Make comments and pictures about the transports.
- Facilitate international transport and be prepared for checks by authorities.
- Sign for pick-up, transfer and delivery of the goods.
- Manage your Returnable Transport Items.
- Add observations, pictures and attachments and make this visible for all supply chain partners.